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Abstract

Nanofabrication and the growth of self-assembled monolayers (SAM) of organic

molecules are increasingly important in various industries, including microelectronics

and health care. Glycine adsorbed on Cu{110} provides a good model with a rich

phenomenological space to explore and understand the self-assembly of more complex

amino acids. We focus on (a) the dynamics exhibited by glycine molecules already ad-

sorbed on Cu{110} when diffusing on the metal surface, and (b) the chemical kinetics

of how these molecules form clusters, networks, and islands. The stochastic discrete

event algorithm we employ can be viewed as a multiscale approach, based on density

functional energies and transition barriers. The method covers from the femtosecond

time-scale of molecular rotations to the microsecond range of molecular self-assembly.

Hydrogen-bonds and van der Waals forces play a crucial role in pattern formation.

Investigations of chemical kinetics show that enantiopure, homochiral islands are an

intermediate step during the formation process of larger stable racemic, heterochiral is-

lands, especially when two islands merge. At lower temperature, defects stabilise mainly

homochiral clusters, and prevent the molecules from synchronising their footprint orien-

tation, in contrast to higher temperature. On the way we solve the long standing puzzle

of how the pseudo-centered (3×2) enantiopure clusters can have glide plane symmetry.

We end with a comparison to similar amino acids, such as alanine and proline. The

results provide insight into mechanisms for fine-tuning the self-organisation of organic

molecules on metal surfaces.

Abbreviations: DFT, GLY, ALA, KMC, SAM, TST, STM, RAIRS

Introduction

Nanofabrication plays an important role in various industries, including microelectronics and

health care. Biosensors provide one example of such nanodevices, for example, monitoring

metabolites, such as blood glucose or lactate, in vivo.1–3 Changing the functionality of such
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biosensors to react with different chemical structures requires variations in the electrode coat-

ing. Self-assembled monolayers (SAM) of chiral organic molecules, and in particular of amino

acids, provide an efficient way to fabricate flexible coatings with a variety of properties.4–8

Understanding the fundamentals of spontaneous SAM growth is therefore important to op-

timise and enhance the electrode coating processes. Many factors can induce self-assembly

of organic molecules, including modifications of process conditions, such as PH9 or tempera-

ture.10 Self-assembly can be coordination-directed,11 driven by non-covalent halogen bonding

interactions,12 or follow a time-dependent protocol using preprogrammed molecules.13

Studying the mechanisms and phenomena governing the growth of chiral SAMs over single

crystal metal surfaces provides important insights into the spontaneous self-organisation of

supramolecular 2D organic networks.14–17 Glycine (GLY) adsorbed on Cu{110} is one of the

systems that has been more thoroughly investigated over the last two decades.18–24 However,

although several groups have investigated bonding, structure, and long-range ordering of

GLY on Cu{110} using a wide range of experimental18–21 and computational tools,22,23 the

energy barriers between adsorbed GLY conformers, the dynamics of GLY surface diffusion,

and the chemical kinetics of cluster, network, and island formation on the surface are still

largely unresolved.

GLY undergoes facile dehydrogenation upon adsorption on copper surfaces and it is

normally found on the surface in its anionic configuration (glycinate), where the most stable

structure is a three-point binding configuration, often denoted µ3.17,21 Although glycine is

not intrinsically chiral in the gas phase, when adsorbed on the Cu{110} surface it exhibits the

same chiral footprint as alanine (ALA) and proline on this surface (Fig. 1). Hence glycine can

be used as a model to understand the assembly of more complex amino acids on Cu{110}.15

Fig. 1 shows the model reduction from an atomistic to a coarse-grained representation. The

GLY molecules are shown as triangles with oxygen and nitrogen in the corners. The chiral

enantiomers of green and blue triangles are red and yellow triangles, respectively.

Apart from exhibiting a mirror symmetry when adsorbed on the Cu{110} surface, similar
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Figure 1: Isolated GLY is achiral, but when adsorbed on Cu{110} as glycinate (top) it can
adopt two energetically equivalent orientations (left- and right-handed triangular footprints)
that produce footprint chirality. The schematic, coarse-grained representation (bottom)
depicts the footprint chirality transition from initial ‘left’ chirality (red/ yellow) to final
‘right’ chirality (green/ blue).

to ALA and proline, GLY has two more levels of chirality observable on different length scales:

achiral as a single molecule in the gas phase, and a glide plane symmetry as an aggregate

in heterochiral domains (Fig. 2). Enantiopure, homochiral domains show a pseudo-centred

structure, which we elaborate in more detail in the first section of Results and Discussion.

On Cu{110} adsorption of organic molecules provides a means to control enantioselectivity

and the chiral modification of an achiral metal surface.25,26 The major scientific challenge

of enantiomeric separation is to develop simple, rapid, and sensitive analytical methods,27

which can then be extended to enantioselective catalysis.28

From this perspective it is crucial to understand how enantiopure and racemic GLY

islands form on the metal surface, how molecules mix, and how the island formation is

influenced by locally breaking the mirror symmetry of the surface in form of added defects.

In contrast to many other self-assembled systems on metal surfaces, the Cu{110} surface

has an effect on the directional interactions through covalent bonding, since bonding to
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(c) (d)

Figure 2: Expected domaines:29 (a)–(b) p(3×2) pg heterochiral domains with glide-line
symmetry, both are identical in terms of overall (racemic) chirality (and energy). (c)–(d)
four homochiral mirror domains. The nitrogen tips of the top (blue/yellow) and bottom
(red/green) triangles point in the same direction and indicate their anisotropy. Marked in
red are four possible NH–O hydrogen-bonds.
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the copper surface induces dipoles in the adsorbed molecules and creates a positive charge

on the nitrogen.30 Further driving forces in the chemisorption and the aggregation of GLY

molecules on Cu{110} are attractive interactions between the molecules leading to adhesion

and cohesion, such as van der Waals forces, and dipole-dipole forces augmented by hydrogen-

bonding.20 We are therefore dealing with a three-dimensional self-assembly process, which

provides a rich phenomenological space to explore. From an experimental point of view

the chemisorption dynamics is usually understood through indirect assessments. By means

of annealing the molecules and scanning tunnelling microscopy (STM) snapshots fixed in

time and temperature can be obtained within minutes.31 Alternatively, low-energy electron

microscopy (LEEM) provides real-time images with spatial resolution of nm and time scale

resolution of seconds.32 Techniques to study the dynamics of individual molecules include

spin echo methods for the ps time scale, as well as laser pump probing on the fs range.31

Computer simulations provide us insight into temperature dependent processes resolved in

time on the µs time scale, which at present is still challenging for experiments involving

multiple GLY molecules on Cu{110}.

Based on density functional theory (DFT)33,34 energies and transition barriers we con-

struct a coarse-grained multiscale model, where the GLY molecules are represented as trian-

gles with N and O atoms defining the corners (Fig. 1). Our approach, a stochastic discrete

event algorithm (τ -leaping), covers the femtosecond time-scales of molecular vibrations and

rotations up to events, such as island formation, whose characteristic times are nano- to

microseconds. The simulations are highly complementary to experimental investigations of

self-assembly and optimal packing for organic molecules on metal surfaces. We combine DFT

with transition state theory (TST)35,36 to determine the energetics and time scales of the rel-

evant elementary processes, pathways, and rates for footprint chirality conversion. We then

investigate the dynamics of molecular diffusion, the chemical kinetics, and the mechanism of

cluster, network, and island formation for GLY on Cu{110} with τ -leaping, a Monte Carlo

based method, which accounts for the correlations, fluctuations, and spatial distributions of
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the molecules on the metal surface under steady-state conditions. In our investigations we

consider a variety of starting conformations. We present results reproducing the experimen-

tally observed cluster and network formation between the anisotropic GLY molecules. We

explore whether chirality plays a role, and whether defective surfaces lead to different results.

We investigate whether coverage and annealing temperature influence the cluster formation.

Varying the energy barriers corresponding to hydrogen-bonds allows us to investigate the

role of hydrogen-bonding on molecular network formation. The paper first covers the gen-

eral methodology of Monte Carlo based molecular kinetics simulations with τ -leaping, and

how the femtosecond timescale model based on DFT energies provides the foundation for

predictions in the nanosecond range. In the subsequent discussion we present a comparison

with experiments before the summary and conclusions.

General methodology

Molecular Kinetics with τ -Leaping

We study the dynamics of molecular diffusion and the kinetics of self-assembly of GLY on

Cu{110} with Monte Carlo simulations based on a stochastic discrete event algorithm. Monte

Carlo based methods have been successfully used to explore a wide range of systems.37–43

For example, analysis of diffusion in porous materials and on surfaces reproduced experi-

mental spectra,44–46 nucleation or dislocation growth,47–50 properties of supercooled liquids

and glasses,51–53 surface reactivity,54 peptide detachment processes,55 semiclassical dynam-

ics,56 and predictions of chemical kinetics.57–63 Discrete path sampling64–67 and Markov state

models68–72 represent alternative ways to address master equation dynamics via kinetic tran-

sition networks. In contrast to molecular dynamics simulations, which are limited by the

femtosecond time scale of atomic vibrations, stochastic kinetic Monte Carlo (KMC)73–77 sim-

ulations facilitate direct modelling of rare events that occur on time scales of milliseconds or

longer.52,78,79 The multiscale character of this approach provides access to a wide range of
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temporal and spatial scales.80 KMC and its variants are well established simulation meth-

ods for studying complex chemistry at the nanoscale.37–43,76,79,81–90 We employ a local KMC

model, where one molecule moves at an instance in time, and extend it with a method known

as τ -leaping, based on the Gillespie algorithm.91 The extension offers an efficient choice of

the next molecular move and the most probable time step.

Our kinetic model falls into the category of discrete-space and continuous-time Markov

processes. The distinct minima and transition states calculated for the energy landscape of

GLY on Cu{110} are used to determine the equilibrium reaction and transition rates for the

discrete state-to-state dynamics of single molecules. The system passes through a sequence

of states {xtk ∈ X}, a Markov chain, drawn from a model dependent state space X at

times {t0 < t1 < · · · < tk < . . . }. The state space X = {Xn} is described by the various

local energy minima that the GLY molecules can occupy on the copper surface. Each GLY

molecule diffuses along or across the Cu{110} rows from one minimum, Xi, to another, Xj,

via a fixed set of n = 10 possible moves. The moves were identified via DFT calculations

(see next section)92 and remain the same over time, unless neighbouring atoms block a move

(Fig. 3).

According to the reported RAIRS (Reflection-Absorption IR Spectroscopy) results, GLY

adopts a two-point binding arrangement (µ2) at low temperature and low coverage, but

converts readily to an overall more stable µ3 footprint on increasing coverage and surface

temperature.17,21 Since we performed most of our simulations at medium to low coverage

(about 0.15 to 0.4 monolayers) and a µ3 conformer is energetically favourable compared to

µ2, the GLY molecules in our model lie flat and are always bonded at three points to the

surface. At high coverage the space on the surface might limit such a packing. Moreover,

the GLY molecules never fully desorb. Therefore the molecular moves are limited to jumps

to next-nearest neighbour sites. The escape rates from Xi to Xj, with i, j ∈ {1, . . . , n}, are

based on TST, which is appropriate since the dynamics are mainly governed by rare events

between states on the potential energy surface, and the vibrational motions occur on a much
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Figure 3: Summary of pathways for the four energetically equivalent µ3 configuration transi-
tions of GLY molecules (initial and final states represented by triangles).92 Green and blue,
and red and yellow triangles have same footprint chirality, but different surface orientation.

faster time scale. The explicit formula reads

qij = Ae−∆Eij/kBT , (1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T is the temperature of the system. The prefactor

A = 10−13 s−1 was chosen to obtain rates on the femtosecond timescale. The energy difference
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∆Eij between minimum Xi and the transition state connecting it to minimum Xj is equal

to the reverse transition barrier ∆Eji.

The Markov chain {xtk} is associated with an inhomogeneous Poisson process and the

rate Q(t), which is used to determine a sequence of waiting times {∆tk} for the intervals

between the transitions. Since previous DFT calculations demonstrated that GLY exists on

Cu{110} as a single adlayer structure,93 we assume that the molecules do not overlap and we

deal with independent energy minima. Additionally, theoretical and experimental analysis

of photoelectron spectra demonstrated chemically distinct behaviour between diglycine and

GLY adsorbed on Cu{110},24,94 which justifies our focus on a single adlayer. Moreover, the

formation of a peptide bond between GLY molecules would involve a substantially higher

barrier than for self-assembly, similar to what has been found in studies of adenine,95 serine,96

and ALA.97,98 Because the moves from one minimum to another are independent, and the

energy minima are uncorrelated, the sum of rates

Q(tk) =
∑
Xj∈X

qij (2)

gives the rate for the overall process at the current time step tk. From these rates we define

transition probabilities as

pij =
qij
Q
⇒

∑
Xj∈X

pij = 1. (3)

The transition probabilities serve as input to calculate waiting times {∆tk} for the moves

of each molecule on the surface. We generate waiting times from a Poisson distribution,

∆tk = −(1/Q) lnu with random number u ∈ (0, 1], rather than just taking the mean of the

times directly obtained from the transition probabilities. The sum of waiting times for each

step taken in the algorithm is a more meaningful quantity to compare with experiments,

rather than probabilities. So far we have described the dynamics of a single GLY molecule

on the surface. For several interacting surface molecules we apply the τ -leap algorithm.91 At

each step the most likely subsequent change in the distribution of adsorbed GLY molecules
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is determined from the waiting time τ . We therefore randomly choose – again from a Poisson

distribution – the triangle with the lowest waiting time, since it is the one most likely to

move next.

The GLY molecules interact with each other due to van der Waals forces and dipole-

dipole forces augmented by hydrogen-bonding.20,30 Experimental studies with low-energy

electron diffraction, near-edge X-ray absorption fine structure spectroscopy, X-ray photo-

electron spectroscopy, and temperature-programmed desorption for GLY on Cu{531} found

that pair formation is induced by hydrogen-bonds between adjacent molecules. Similarly,

diglycine molecules on Cu{110} were connected through a network of hydrogen bonds.99 The

possibilities for establishing hydrogen-bonds with neighbouring atoms are NH–O or CH–O

connections. The N atom exhibits stronger electronegativity compared to the C atom, so we

expect that the NH–O hydrogen bond is much stronger than the CH–O bond.100 Hence we

focus on the four NH–O hydrogen bonds a GLY molecule can form with its direct neighbours

(Fig. 2). We investigate a variety of interaction strengths in the form of different barrier

heights ∆EH of 0.075 eV, 0.1 eV, 0.125 eV, and 0.15 eV. Previous estimates predicted the con-

tribution of hydrogen bonds as a few tenths of an eV, 0.22 eV for NH–O.100 Establishing an

interaction between two GLY molecules reduces the barrier used in the rate calculation by

−∆EH , while breaking a bond increases it. Test calculations confirmed that the barrier for

establishing two interactions with the same molecule is much higher than with two different

molecules. The introduction of a repulsive constant of 2∆EH between molecules that are

already connected hampered the establishment of a second interaction between them and

was essential for the appearance of the experimentally observed heterochiral pattern in our

results. To be precise the rate for establishing a bond is

qij = Ae−(∆Eij−m∆EH)/kBT , m ∈ {0, . . . , dim (Mi ⊂ X )}, (4)

where m refers to the number of NH–O interactions a molecule can have with its four
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potential neighbours in the neighbourhood setMi = {X1
i , ..., X

4
i }. If a molecule already has

an interaction with a neighbour X l
i , l ∈ 1, . . . , 4 then the rates with increased barriers to

establish a second interaction with the same molecule are

qij = Ae−(∆Eij−m∆EH+2∆EH)/kBT , m ∈ {0, . . . , dim (Mi ⊂ X )}. (5)

Since the molecular interactions influence the barrier heights ∆Eji through ∆EH , and sub-

sequently the transition rates, the waiting times in the τ -leap algorithm vary from step to

step. The effects of small-scale interactions between neighbouring molecules on the collec-

tive mechanism of dynamics and kinetics of GLY on Cu{110} are therefore covered by our

probabilistic model.

An alternative approach to the τ -leap algorithm, i.e., to model correlated and simultane-

ous molecular moves, is provided by a coarse-time-step method for global updating.101 Our

local implementation without cooperative or simultaneous moves has the advantage that the

change in configuration state between the time steps is spatially localised. Hence during

simulation runs only updates concerning the molecular interaction topology or site occupa-

tion changes up to the second nearest neighbours after a molecule moves are required. We

implemented efficient look-up tables and updating strategies for the list of possible moves.102

We investigate the chemical kinetics on a 20×20 atom Cu{110} surface with periodic

boundary conditions, which mimics a larger (infinite) slab. Usually, experimental GLY

clusters cover an area of more than 100Å2, which is reflected in the infinite range due to

periodic boundary conditions. A length scale involving a small fraction of the 100Å2 leads

to more detailed insights about the mechanisms of island formation.

To analyse the long-range behaviour of the clusters we assign each molecule a centre of

mass (COM), based on the positions of the oxygen and nitrogen atoms of each molecule,

which sit in the corners of the triangles used in the kinetic model. We calculate the Euclidean

distance between each COM over time. To investigate the mechanisms of island formation
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and the role of chirality in detail we simulated ten different starting configurations of 0.1275,

0.135, 0.165, and 0.2175 monolayers at 500K. To gain insight into the effect of warming

the surface we compare results over a wide temperature range, from 350K to 500K. In

experiments GLYmolecules are dosed above 408K or deposited at room temperature followed

by annealing at moderate (420K) temperature.17 The DFT energy barriers for the motion

along and across the top layer copper atom rows are substantial. Thus, the annealing

temperature required for effective thermal activation of molecular self-assembly may be quite

high. The role of coverage during the island formation process is explored with 100, 50, and

20 GLY molecules on the 20×20 copper surface, i.e., 0.75, 0.375, and 0.15 monolayers.

Coverage is calculated as the number of atoms in GLY molecules on the surface divided by

the number of top layer surface atoms. By defining areas on the metal surface where GLY

molecules are excluded, we mimic defects on the metal and predictions of the role of defects

during the island formation become feasible. In the following sections we present figures for

the most interesting results. A full set of images and results is provided in the Supporting

Information (SI).

Short Time-Scale Diffusion and Energy Barriers

We focus on GLY adsorbed as glycinate in a µ3 footprint, with both oxygens and nitrogen

bound to the copper surface on close-packed [110] rows, which is the most stable adsorbed

configuration obtained in experiments.17,21

For a coherent narrative we present calculational details of the DFT simulations92 and

how they form the basis of our discrete kinetic model. The DFT energy calculations were

performed with CASTEP,103 a plane-wave, periodic boundary conditions DFT code. The

adsorbate was modelled as a single glycinate adsorbed on a Cu{110}-(3×2) cell. The surface

was modelled by a five layer slab of (3×2) periodicity, with the top two layers allowed to

relax during the geometry optimisations and transition state calculations. The Brillouin

zone was sampled by a (4×4×1) Monkhorst Pack k-point grid.104 As for previous related
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work,105 the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) exchange-correlation functional106 and Van-

derbilt ultrasoft pseudopotentials107 with a kinetic energy cutoff of 340 eV was used. Both

single-ended and double-ended transition state search calculations were performed using a

combination of CASTEP Linear Synchronous Transit (LST)/ Quadratic Synchronous Transit

(QST) method108 and hybrid eigenvector-following as coded in the OPTIM program.109–111

GLY, as ALA, adopts a µ3 footprint and a heterochiral (in terms of surface chirality)

arrangement22,29 in the (3×2) phase. Three different µ3 conformers with the same footprint,

but different C-C-N backbone torsional angles, have been identified (Fig. 4).

Figure 4: gly 3, gly 2 and gly 1 are three conformers of glycine adsorbed on Cu{110} in a
µ3 binding configuration.92 TS 1-2 is the transition state structure between gly 1 and gly 2
with a barrier height of only 8meV. The unidentifiable TS structure between gly 2 and gly 3,
suggests that the energy barrier between these two conformers is lower than the precision
available in the DFT calculations (about 5meV).

The stronger hydrogen-bonding between one of the N-H bonds and the adsorbed oxygen

determines the overall greater stability of the gly 3 conformer (the H-O distance d(O-H)

is 2.43Å) compared to gly 1 (d(O-H) = 2.73Å) and gly 2 (d(O-H) = 2.51Å) since other

structural parameters, such as the lengths of the C-C and C-N bonds, as well as the angle

of the C-C-N backbone are very similar among the three conformers. The barrier height for

the TS between gly 2 and gly 3 seems to be comparable to the precision available in the

DFT calculations (∼5 meV).

As expected from experiments, where the production of an ordered (3×2) adlayer requires

annealing the surface at about 450K,17 GLY diffusion is found to be a thermally activated

process with substantial energy barriers. The investigations are based on the assumption,
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that in order to diffuse parallel to the Cu{110} steps, GLY molecules change footprint

chirality after each step, see Fig. 1. Either the amino or the carboxylate group remains

bonded to the same site, while the other group changes its binding configuration. The

premise that a molecule breaks the minimum number of bonds during a surface diffusion

step is justified by both STM and RAIRS observations, which agree that the adsorbate is

never bound to the surface via a single Cu-O or Cu-N bond. Therefore, although not a

priori impossible, a step that would include a TS with a single molecule-to-surface bond

would probably be energetically unfavourable.

The molecules diffuse along the close-packed Cu{110} rows (Fig. 5) via four different

rearrangement pathways while changing from left to right footprint chirality. The mechanism

for the first diffusion path involves the NH2 group of GLY hopping from an atop site to an

adjacent atop site passing through a transition state (TS 1, Fig. 5) in which the nitrogen

atom is on a bridge site. The second mechanism involves synchronous shifting along the

[110] direction of the two O atoms. At the transition state (TS 2, Fig. 5), the molecule is

in a pseudo-µ3 configuration, with an O atom bonded on a bridge site and the other O in

an off-atop position at a slightly longer distance from the surface with respect to the first

oxygen. The third diffusion pathway can be described as a 180◦ rotation of the OCO group

around one of the bonded O atoms. At the TS 3 and TS-4, Fig. 5, the molecule is in a two-

point binding configuration (µ2) with the N atom bonded on an atop site and an O atom on

a long-bridge site between two steps. The NH2 hopping mechanism (path 1) has the lowest

activation energy (0.358 eV), but the OCO shifting mechanism (path 2) has a very similar

energy barrier (only about 15meV higher), so it is likely that, at the surface temperatures

generally used in experiments, GLY surface diffusion could involve both pathways. The

OCO rotation mechanism (path 3) has an energy barrier 0.18 eV higher than the other two

other diffusion pathways, so it is less probable that GLY diffusion will involve the breaking

of single Cu-O bond with the molecule passing through a µ2 TS configuration. The same

reasoning holds for path 4.
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Figure 5: Diffusion along the Cu{110} rows:92 paths 1 to 4, see numbers on the left, with
initial geometry (R or reactant) on the left panel, the transition state structure (TS) in the
centre, and final product (P) on the right. Above each configuration the energy difference is
given in [eV].

The motion of glycine across the close-packed rows, in the [001] and equivalent directions,

is an essential part of the surface diffusion process. Through these motions the molecules can

form hydrogen-bonds between the carboxylate and the amino groups in molecules occupying

alternating rows. In Fig. 6 path 5 describes glycine changing from a µ3 configuration to an

intermediate standing configuration by breaking the Cu-N bond on one row. The barrier is

0.384 eV and the transition state configuration is very close in geometry and energy to the

stable µ2 intermediate (P), in which the molecule binds with the surface through the oxygen

atoms of the OCO group only. An internal N-H-O hydrogen-bond is formed, which helps to

reduce the energy barrier for this step. From the µ2 intermediate configuration (0.332 eV) the
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NH2 group can adsorb back on an adjacent row. Fig. 3 (a)-(d) summarises the diffusion step

and its four possible initial and final configurations (depending on the initial footprint, left

or right oriented). By binding two different close-packed rows at the end of the NH2 ‘jump’

a molecule can change both footprint chirality and orientation at the same time. However,

since the carboxylic groups remain bound to the same site, a repetition of multiple jumps

will prevent the molecule diffusing across the rows.

Diffusion in a direction perpendicular to the close-packed rows requires the motion of

both binding groups: in Fig. 6 path 6 GLY, initially in the µ3 minimum energy configuration,

undergoes a concerted translation and rotational motion that shifts its centre of mass towards

the close-packed row, bound to the amino group. The associated barrier is only about 0.4 eV.

The molecule ends in a higher energy µ3 configuration, in which the OCO is on a long-bridge

site, binding with two adjacent close-packed rows. The NH2 group is still bound to the same

copper atom, but moves from an atop site to an off-top site. This path 6 is the first step of

the mechanism that GLY molecules use to move across the close-packed rows. It continues

either via path 7 or 8. In Fig. 6 path 7, the GLY molecule hops across the ridge site landing

in a µ3 long-bridge configuration, which is the mirror image of the initial structure. By

repeating step 6, but in the opposite direction the molecule can then shift back to a global

minimum configuration.

Alternatively, Fig. 6 path 8, the molecule switches the binding site of the amino group

from a long-bridge µ3 configuration to a vertical µ2 geometry through a transition state

having slightly lower energy barrier (0.582 eV instead of 0.610 eV in path 7). From the µ2

transition state the NH2 can bind back to the surface on either side of the molecule, while it

moves across the rows and/or switch footprint chirality (Fig. 3 (i)-(n)). The overall motion

across the close-packed rows is accomplished by a repetition of the single steps in paths 5 to

7 (or 8) and then path 7 (or 8) to 1 in succession, Fig. 3 (i) and (j). Fig. 3 lists the activation

barrier in [eV] for the single step or the highest barrier for the multiple steps mechanisms

(motion across the rows). Since for steps (g) to (l), multiple paths are available, we report
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the barriers for each of them. From these paths the rate limiting steps are associated with

the highest energy barrier between minimum and transition state, which we therefore chose

to consider in the coarse grained kinetic model. The 14 pathways summarised in Fig. 3 serve

as input for our stochastic model. The summary focuses on the state to state dynamics of a

molecule from one energy minimum to the next, accounting indirectly for the µ2 transition

state geometries through the energy barriers.

Figure 6: Diffusion across the close-packed Cu{110} rows:92 paths 5 to 8, see numbers on
the left, with initial geometry (R or reactant) on the left panel, the first transition state
structure (TS) of the path in the centre, and the first intermediate minimum as product (P)
on the right. Above each configuration the energy difference is given in eV.

The DFT energy barrier heights in Fig. 5 and Fig. 6 are compatible with facile surface

phenomena at room temperature. The combination of motions along and across the close-

packed rows, and the ability to switch footprint chirality, allow the adsorbed monomers

to join together in islands formed by interlinked, hydrogen-bonded, heterochiral domains
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(Fig. 2).29 The expected outcome of diffusion and self-assembly is formation of islands and

terraces of glycine bound by hydrogen-bonds in p(3×2) pg heterochiral domains with glide-

line symmetry. In Fig. 2, the green-red island (b) and the yellow-blue island (a) are identical

in terms of overall (racemic) chirality (and energy), but are oriented in the opposite direction

with respect to the substrate, as observed in experiments.29 The pattern shows up as a zigzag

distortion in an LEED image, similar to results for ALA.112

Results and Discussion

The Structure of Homochiral Arrangements

The homochiral arrangements we expect, Fig. 2 (c)–(d), are distinct from what has been sug-

gested in the literature so far. Their periodic vector is {(3,0), (2,1)}. While the heterochiral

p(3×2)pg arrangement has been confirmed by several experimental studies the models pro-

posed so far for the homochiral pesudo-centered (3×2) phase are inconsistent with at least

one experimental study.113 Heterochirality is not enough to explain the near extinction of

missing spots in the LEED patterns and other experiments.17,20,29,113 We therefore expect

a (near) glide plane symmetry in homochiral clusters. Some of the studies mention that

artefacts are possible due to the asymmetry of the tunnelling tip in STM or displaced cop-

per atoms. Nonetheless the guesses for the approximate c(3×2) arrangements of homochiral

clusters include some rotated molecules, Fig. 7 (a)–(d). The first, in Fig. 7 (a) where half

of the glycinate species have undergone a small azimuthal rotation is a suggestion based on

DFT calculations.23,29,93,113 Apart from the structure being close to a metastable intermedi-

ate minimum of the pathways mentioned before, the glide plane symmetry is missing and the

offsite oxygens were invisible in photoelectron diffraction experiments.113 Neither leads dis-

placing molecules by the vector 2
3
~a1 +a2 as suggested by STM measurements, Fig. 7 (b), to a

glide plane symmetry.20 Fig. 7 (c) shows an arrangement that is close to the c(3×2) observed

in STM, but inconsistent with photo-diffraction measurements, with glycinate molecules off-
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set to local sites such that the carboxylate species are midway between bridging and atop

sites.20,113 The glide-plane symmetry is only violated by the relative positions of the amino

groups and the H atoms bonded to the C∗ chiral centre. For the fourth guess, Fig. 7 (d)

half of the glycinate adsorbates have been rotated by 180deg relative to the surface normal

and translated such that no surface Cu atoms has more than one O or N near neighbour.

Here the desired symmetry would come from the dimers together. However, the adjacent O

atoms lie to close.113

We find that a periodic vector {(3,0), (2,1)} produces a homochiral arrangement that

matches all of the experimental findings. First of all it has a glide plane symmetry. Then

the arrangement explains why the CH-O hydrogen bonds along a diagonal, as found in

STM measurements,20 are stronger in the homochiral clusters, see Fig. 7 (e)–(f). They are,

however, unlike the previously suggested (3×2) diagonal, along the diagonal of the primitive

Cu{110} cell.

To understand how our arrangement is consistent with a pseudo-centric (3×2) cell we

start from the green (3×2) cell in Fig. 7 (e) that matches the heterochiral arrangement,

as suggested in Fig. 6b of Chen et. al.20 If the corner sites of the cell are on-top sites

then the center is a bridge site and vice versa. Experimental studies concluded that when

choosing to put the corner sites midway between on-top and bridge sites then the center sites

are equivalent. However, the blue (3×2) unit cell in Fig. 7 (e) lacks resemblance with the

experimentally observed symmetry. The slight displacement of the centre molecule in the

STM results has so far been attributed to a potential artefact in the measurements, a defect

on the copper surface, and slight rotations or shifts in the adsorbed GLY molecules, Fig. 7

(a)–(b). Instead we now take a (3×2) cell and skew it a bit, such that it becomes {(3,0),

(2,-1)} periodic, see green cell in Fig. 7 (f). Shifting the corner of the skewed cell between

on-top and bridge sites brings one molecule exactly into its centre. The resulting unit cell,

blue in Fig. 7 (f), contains two amino groups at the bottom corners (tips of red triangles)

and two groups with oxygen atoms at the top corners. Such a cell matches exactly the
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

Cu{110} 
primitive cell

a2

a1

CH-O hydrogen
bond in (e), (f)

Figure 7: Comparison of homochiral clusters with previous guesses of pesudo-centered
(3×2) arrangements: (a) slightly rotated centre molecule,23,29,93,113 (b) by 2

3
~a1 + a2 dis-

placed molecules,20,29 (c) offset to local sites,113 (d) half of the molecules rotated,113 (e)
and (f) are glide plane symmetric clusters, where shearing and translating the unit cell so
that its corners lie between bridge and atop sites reproduces the experimentally20 observed
pesudo-centered (3×2) phase, blue in (f).

arrangement in Fig. 6b of Chen et. al.20 and explains the measurements that predicted near

c(3×2) glide plane symmetry.113 Therefore, we argue that in the case of homochiral clusters

a periodicity of {(3,0), (2,1)}, as shown in Fig. 2 (c)–(d), represents the pseudo-centric (3×2)

phase observed in experiments.

The Effects of Molecular Interaction Strength on Island Formation

We first investigated the role of the non-covalent interaction strength using four different

additional barriers ∆EH of 0.075 eV, 0.1 eV, 0.125 eV, and 0.15 eV in the rate calculations. We
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compared the results at 350K, 400K, 450K, and 500K. With a barrier of 0.1 eV the molecules

were mobile enough to form larger, uniform homo- and heterochiral clusters without vacancies

on the microsecond timescale (SI Fig. S28–S61), as observed in experiments.29 In contrast,

at 0.125 eV and 0.15 eV the clusters were smaller and were distributed more widely over the

metal surface. The clusters remained separate with a barrier of 0.15 eV at 400K even after

3.057µs, and still maintained their different anisotropies at 500K after 1.998µs. A barrier

of 0.075 eV resulted in weak association between the molecules. The heterochiral clusters

disintegrated and homochiral clusters with high mobility were favoured. For a barrier of

∆EH =0.1 eV all the experimentally observed behaviour was qualitatively reproduced: the

homochiral clusters were less stable than the heterochiral clusters, and the time scales to form

the first enantiopure clusters lay between 0.015µs (450K) and 0.137µs (400K). We therefore

chose ∆EH =0.1 eV for all further simulations. Since the non-covalent bond strength is

2∆EH =0.2 eV by detailed balance, i.e. the ratio of the forward and reverse rates to form or

break a bond, the chosen value aligns well with the previously estimated 0.22 eV.100

Our comparisons of different values for the molecular interaction strength confirm their

crucial role in island formation. Pattern formation in the GLY islands results from a complex

balance of hydrogen bonding, van der Waals forces, and dipole-dipole interactions.

The Mechanism of Island Formation

Time resolved dynamics of cluster and island formation of GLY molecules on Cu{110} is at

the present an open research question from an experimental point of view. Fig. 8 displays

snapshots at 400K over the simulation time. Periodicity is indicated in all our images by

duplicated atom rows on the right and top of the 20×20 cluster with slightly darker colour.

Initially, 50 GLY molecules are randomly distributed on the Cu{110} surface. After 0.137µ s

the first homochiral cluster (yellow) forms, and increases in size until 0.332µ s. A second

smaller homochiral cluster (red) appears after 0.509µ s. At 0.676µ s two heterochiral clusters

with different anisotropies are visible (blue–yellow and red–green). These clusters melt by
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turning back into homochiral configurations, either blue or yellow [Fig. 8 (g)-(i)]. Formation

of the final heterochiral cluster takes at around 1.949µ s. Then the cluster remains stable

for several microseconds [Fig. 8 (k)].

We draw the following conclusion about the mechanism of island formation: to melt and

merge into a larger cluster, smaller heterochiral clusters need to become slightly unstable and

turn into mainly homochiral clusters before they can melt and then be heterochiral again.

The observed initial assembly of smaller clusters from randomly distributed molecules in

homochiral clusters with intermediate stability supports this picture. The advantage of first

forming a less stable enantiopure cluster is that molecules can associate and dissociate more

easily from it, retaining surface mobility until larger assemblies form.

The same mechanism was observed for the melting of two enantiopure clusters (18

molecules, 0.135 ML coverage) (Fig. 9). To avoid a conformational bias we added homochiral

clusters to the surface that were slightly different from the expected cluster with periodic vec-

tors of {(3,0), (2,1)}. Within 0.023µ s the clusters align diagonally. At 0.073µ s we observe

homochiral cluster melting with periodicity as expected. Then the cluster splits into two

groups of the same anisotropy (blue–yellow). Further evidence for the suggested mechanism

is provided in SI Fig. S63.

The Influence of Chirality in the Initial Configuration

For a heterochiral, racemic island of 20 molecules with a neighbouring heterochiral island

of four molecules, the islands melt within 1.365µ s. Single abstractions from the smaller

island occur at 500K after 0.164µ s, 0.330µ s, and 0.764µ s (SI Fig. S72 and the related

movie). However, instead of associating into the cluster, the single molecule remaining

at the end drifts further away from the large island to locate the optimal distance from

both sides, facilitated by the periodic boundary conditions. If the bigger island consists of

16 molecules a single additional molecule on the surface integrates into the cluster within

0.503µ s. In contrast, when the larger heterochiral island comprises 16 molecules and the
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(a) 0.0 μs (b) 0.137 μs

(d) 0.332 μs

(c) 0.177 μs

(e) 0.509 μs (f) 0.676 μs

(g) 1.186 μs (h) 1.352 μs (i) 1.703 μs

(j) 1.949 μs (k) 6.053 μs

Figure 8: The molecular kinetics of 50 randomly initialised GLY molecules at 400K. The du-
plicated atom rows on the top and right in slightly darker colours indicate periodic boundary
conditions.

smaller 6 (0.2175ML coverage), the islands do not change chirality or melt within 1.405µ s

over a distance of three copper top layer rows. As expected, smaller islands are less stable

than bigger clusters. Clearly, the size of the island determines its stability, and a network of

six heterochiral molecules is bound more tightly than an island of four.

Islands in contact with a perfect racemic mixture of different anisotropies and nine

molecules each reorganise into the same anisotropic direction, Fig 10. Two heterochiral
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(a) 0.0 μs (b) 0.023 μs

(d) 0.192 μs

(c) 0.073 μs

(e) 2.230 μs

Figure 9: Cluster melting of two homochiral clusters at 500K.

(a) (b)

(d)(c)

Figure 10: Reorganisation of heterochiral clusters in contact with different anisotropy (blue–
yellow and green–red) clusters at 500K via the homochiral–heterochiral mechanism: after
(a) 0.0µ s, (b) 0.046µ s, (c) 0.246µ s, and (d) 3.097µ s.

islands of ideal racemic mixture and with different molecular anisotropy and three copper

top layer rows between them are too stable to merge together, even after 1.296µ s. When

the initial configuration of the islands has the same anisotropy (Fig. 11) the three copper top
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layer rows between them are lowered to a shorter distance. The islands come into contact

after 1.002µ s and align with each other after 1.592µ s. If instead of three rows the islands

are separated by only one row, they melt into a single island (SI Fig. S72). These tests show

that the distance between clusters influences whether they start to melt or change their

anisotropy. A greater separation reduces the attractive forces between two islands.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 11: Two islands of the same anisotropy (green–red) at 500K: snapshot of kinetics
after (a) 0.0µ s, (b) 1.002µ s, (c) 1.592µ s.

When we start from an initial condition with two islands, an enantiopure and a hete-

rochiral cluster with 50 molecules corresponding to 0.375ML coverage [Fig. 12 (a)], the het-

erochiral cluster is static, whereas the enantiopure, homochiral cluster melts into it. As for

the mechanism described above, intermediate networks are established that include smaller

heterochiral and homochiral clusters as connections. At 450K (Fig. 13) the first molecules

join to the larger racemic cluster after 0.873µ s. After 1.706µ s the majority of molecules

belong to one anisotropy (blue–yellow). In contrast, at 500K the molecules nucleate into a

second racemic cluster (red–green). The green homochiral cluster formed within 0.874µ s,

turns into a stable heterochiral cluster. The more stable cluster, racemic and heterochiral at
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the start, incorporates a molecule from the initially enantiopure cluster. A temperature of

450K is optimal, if the aim is to create a large heterochiral cluster of the same anisotropy, as

confirmed by later examples. For both the 500K and 450K trajectories, movies are available

as part of the SI.

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 12: Melting of homochiral (yellow) and heterochiral (blue–yellow) clusters at 500K:
after (a) 0.0µ s, (b) 0.021µ s, (c) 0.949µ s.

At 400K the clusters turn into one form of chirality (blue–yellow) within 6.052µ s,

whereas at 350K even after 6.906µ s two heterochiral clusters of different anisotropy pre-

vail. The reaction takes significantly longer due to the stability of the clusters at lower

temperature.

We observe the same mechanism for 50 and 20 randomly initialised GLY molecules (0.375

and 0.15 monolayers coverage) (Fig. 14 and SI). At 400K and 450K the islands melt into

one or two heterochiral clusters of the same direction (blue–yellow). For 50 molecules at

500K and 350K the islands formed keep two separate directionalities. A low coverage (0.15

monolayers) the islands are too small to assign anisotropy, apart from the bottom left cluster

at 350K displaying heterochirality (green–red) after 12.841µ s, which is an unlikely event
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 13: Melting of homochiral (yellow) and heterochiral (blue–yellow) clusters at 450K:
after (a) 0.0µ s, (b) 0.874µ s, (c) 1.706µ s.

due to the length of time required to reach this state.

Generally, the optimal melting and ordering temperature depends on which outcome is

preferred, either a heterochiral mixture with islands of two different orientations, or one

unified racemic island consisting of molecules with the same anisotropy. Experimentally,17,21

a temperature of 420K is used to anneal the molecules, and a value above 408K was found to

be necessary. The surface requires annealing at about 420K to produce an ordered p(3×2)

pg adlayer.17 In our simulations the predicted temperature range is influenced by potential

variations in the DFT energies, which serve as input for the kinetic model. Therefore,

the qualitative behaviour of the molecules can be captured between 400K and 500K. The

behaviour changes at higher coverage.

Coverage Dependence

The final states at three of the temperatures we tested for 100 GLY molecules (0.75 mono-

layers) consist of a heterochiral cluster with molecules of the same green and red anisotropy
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(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 14: Molecular kinetics of 20 GLY molecules on Cu{110} at 400K after (a) 0.0µ s, (b)
0.020µ s, (c) 1.745µ s

(500K, 450K, 400K), while the fourth case (350K) has a majority of the blue and yellow tri-

angle anisotropy after 5.332µ s. We conclude that at higher coverage there is a stronger driv-

ing force for molecules to merge into connected heterochiral clusters of the same anisotropy.

Attractive forces pulling the non-conforming molecules into larger heterochiral clusters seem

to be stronger than at medium or low coverage.

At medium coverage (0.375 monolayers) a uniformly connected cluster is formed at 400K

(Fig. 8), whereas a few smaller clusters are established at 500K and 450K. At 350K the

molecules are slowly moving, if they move at all, and, thus, despite the larger clusters attract-

ing single molecules, there are several smaller assemblies on the copper surface (SI Sections

1). Similarly, the 100 molecules at 0.75ML coverage exhibit little or no compacting behaviour

at 350K. To visualise this effect we calculated the COM of each molecule represented by a

triangle and plotted the distribution of Euclidean distances between the COMs over time.

The COM analysis of 100 self-assembling molecules leads to three clear dark red peaks in

Fig. 15 (top) after 1.776µ s. The corresponding dynamics on the surface, which follows the
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same mechanism in homochiral and then heterochiral cluster formation as described above,

is shown in Fig. 16. After 1.776µ s [Fig. 16 (d)] the many homochiral parts of the cluster in-

dicate that it will undergo further compaction. The COM analysis of 100 molecules at 350K

shows only the shortest distance peak of the three at 450K, indicating that the molecules

have several next-nearest neighbours, but fewer second- and third-nearest neighbours, as

expected in a less dense cluster. At medium coverage (0.375 monolayers, 450K) (Fig. 15

(middle) and SI Fig. S7) the molecules first build smaller clusters at a similar distance. Over

time the clusters grow, and the lowest COM distance count increases as well as those for

longer distances, because the separation between the clusters simultaneously increases. A

temperature of 450K is advantageous for assembly of larger connected clusters at medium

coverage.

The peak accumulation of COM distances at low coverage (0.15ML, 450K) (Fig. 15

(bottom) and SI Fig. S28) originates from the three clusters that are formed within 3.517µ s.

In comparison, at 350K the six initial clusters melt into four by incorporating single molecules

within 12.841µ s. At 400K (Fig. 14) the 20 molecules melt into two clusters within 0.020µ s.

At 500K the molecules are highly mobile and avoid larger aggregation, as expected

when entropy has a more significant effect. They start aligning along the diagonal within

0.019µs. After 0.106µs small clusters have formed. The first homochiral cluster contain-

ing six molecules (red) appears after 0.259µs. In the end (1.687µs) three clusters remain

(Fig. 17). In summary, at low coverage a temperature between 400K and 450K is again

optimal if we are interested in larger aggregations of molecules.

The Role of Defects

For medium and low coverage we looked at the role of defects on the metal surface. Defects

were represented by areas on the Cu{110} surface where GLY was excluded. These areas

mimic defects induced through ad-atoms in alloys. For example silver ad-atoms could block

the moves of the adsorbed GLY molecules due to their large bridge site. We found that
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Figure 15: Centre of mass distance evolution over time at 450K, molecular interaction
strength ∆EH = 0.1 eV for 100 molecules (top), 50 molecules (middle) 20 molecules (bottom).
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(a) (b)

(d)(c)

Figure 16: Self-assembly of 100 molecules at 450K: after (a) 0.0µ s, (b) 0.020µ s, (c) 1.745µ s,
(d) 1.776µ s.

(a) 0.0 μs (b) 0.019 μs

(d) 0.259 μs

(c) 0.106 μs

(e) 1.687 μs

Figure 17: Molecular kinetics of 20 GLY molecules on Cu{110} at 500K.

at a low coverage with 20 molecules the defects have an impact on the cluster formation

at 350K and 400K, preventing the nucleation of larger islands and forcing the molecules

into more linear alignments. At higher temperatures, islands are formed in a similar way to

the surface without defects. The 50 molecules corresponding to medium coverage assemble
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into heterochiral clusters at 500K, despite the presence of defects. However, defects prevent

the formation of a uniform anisotropy. The diagonal between the two defects marks the

separation line for blue-yellow and green–red anisotropy, Fig. 18. At lower temperature,

the role of the defects is, apart from keeping molecules with different anisotropy apart, the

stabilisation of mainly homochiral final states. In terms of the mechanism described above:

the molecules start to organise for potential assembly into a heterochiral cluster, but they

never reach this point.

(a) (b)

Figure 18: Molecular kinetics of 50 GLY molecules on Cu{110} with defects at 500K after
(a) 0.0µ s, (b) 0.761µ s.

Comparison with Experiments

We have successfully reproduced the essential features of the experimental results, such as

the greater stability of heterochiral clusters compared to enantiopure. One explanation for

this behaviour is that the racemic cluster can achieve denser packings in some cases. For

example, a 4×8 Cu{110} surface without periodic boundary conditions can contain seven

green GLYmolecules and eight from a heterochiral green-red cluster. In both cases there are 8

hydrogen-bonds. Extending the copper surface slightly by one row provides the possibility of

having the same number of molecules in both clusters, while maintaining the same number of

hydrogen-bonds. The heterochiral cluster is therefore denser and more favourable compared

to the homochiral clusters.

Our results indicate that the non-covalent interactions between GLY molecules are re-
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sponsible for pattern formation on the surface, in agreement with experimental observations

on Cu{531}, where the adsorption patterns of GLY molecules on the {110} and {311} sites

is driven by hydrogen-bonds.114 This result can be compared with the thermal control of

adenine chain rotations on Cu{110}, where van der Waals interactions are critical.95

In agreement with LEED measurements, our results for stable clusters show a p(3×2) pg

phase of GLY adsorbed on Cu{110}.29 In our comparisons of different starting configurations

we identified GLY islands consisting of a racemic mixture of molecules as the most stable.

For instance, two of these islands remained separate, whereas the enantiopure islands merged

together. Additionally, the racemic islands appear at the end of the island formation process.

The melting occurs in enantiopure states. Our findings confirm previous calculations that

a spontaneous segregation of molecular enantiomers does not occur in racemically adsorbed

mixtures.93

Investigations of ALA adsorbing on naturally chiral Cu{3,1,17}R&S showed that con-

glomerate phases are more energetically stable than a racemate phase, while the reported

DFT simulations overestimate the enantiospecificity of the adsorption energetics.115 Racemic

ALA adlayers on Cu{110} were found to be structurally analogous to those observed for GLY

on this surface, and adopted a pseudo-racemate ordering.93 Low-energy electron diffraction

(LEED), reflection absorption infrared spectroscopy (RAIRS), and STM studies of racemic

and enantiopure ALA on Cu{110} found a similar preference for racemic clusters.112 An open

question for experiments is therefore whether the same island formation mechanisms can be

observed for ALA on Cu{110} as for GLY. Moreover the binding configuration of GLY on

Cu{110} is almost identical to that of ALA µ3, the energy barriers that were calculated for

GLY suggest a similarly flat energy landscape for ALA on the Cu{110} surface.

We expect to find similar behaviour in serine compared to ALA and GLY. However,

racemic mixtures of serine on the Cu{110} surface prefer to order into enantiopure islands

by forming homochiral subunits and establishing directional hydrogen-bonds,96 whereas GLY

is more stable in the heterochiral state. In contrast to serine, GLY molecules exhibit only two
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levels of chirality in the enantiopure state, which may cause the different preferences, because

serine expresses three levels of chirality in enantiopure clusters in its anionic state: (a) dimer

orientation with respect to the substrate, (b) chiral substructure lattices for aggregates of l-

and d-enantiomer dimers, and (c) chirality of the molecules influence the form of elongated

shapes of small islands. Furthermore, the packing of the molecules can be denser, depending

on the size of the surface, for heterochiral, racemic GLY clusters. A denser packing means

that the interacting forces can hold clusters together more strongly.

For ALA on Cu{110} racemic systems appear with a (3×2) phase in experiments at high

coverage. Our findings for heterochiral GLY clusters agree with these results. We identified

a different periodicity for the enantiopure cluster than the ALA (3×2) phase. Unit cells

with a periodic vector of {(3,0), (2,1)} reproduce the pseudo-centered (3×2) phase observed

in experiments with GLY. While the enantiopure phase is only achieved at temperatures

more than 100K higher than required for the racemic ALA (3×2) phase, we identified a

different mechanism for GLY. The enantiopure phase appears as an important intermediate

for the GLY islands in the process of island melting. The homochiral clusters have stronger

CH-O hydrogen bonds along the diagonal of the Cu{110} primitive cells.20 These linear

diagonal forces can counteract the NH-O hydrogen bonds along the [011] rows that seem to

be mainly responsible for the network effects in heterochiral clusters. Thus, the heterochiral

clusters are more stable and hold stronger together. The enantiopure phase was classified as

a small minority phase on the surface.113 Its estimated coexistence with heterochiral clusters

is about 15% of the coverage.29 Most of these experiments use techniques where probes are

taken after cluster formation has finished and the less stable homochiral clusters have turned

into racemic clusters. Therefore, an earlier probing may result in a proportion higher than

15% for the enantiopure phase.

If we add defects to the surface at medium coverage, the enantiopure phase is preferred

between 400K and 450K. In this case the defects could induce a seed effect that strengthens

the diagonal CO–H interactions and blocks the rearrangement into a cross-diagonal network
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where the NH–O are of greater importance. From the comparisons of hydrogen-bond strength

effects, the final states are enantiopure at 450K and 500K for a weaker hydrogen-bond

with lower barriers (0.75 eV instead of 0.1 eV). On the other hand, 100 GLY molecules at

high coverage reach a mainly enantiopure state after 1.776µ s at 450K and ∆EH= 0.1 eV

(Fig. 16). The similarity in behaviour of high coverage, defect free surfaces, and medium

coverage defective surfaces can be explained by considering the addition of a defect as an

increase of surface coverage. The formation of similar patterns for a weaker ∆EH barrier and

medium coverage may be due to the fact that at higher coverage the complex interactions

between the GLY molecules are balancing out forces, since most of the molecules have two

direct neighbours pushing from the sides. Therefore the weaker attractive forces between

the molecules at ∆EH= 0.75 eV and medium coverage can lead to a similar result. For

high coverage our simulations also agree with experimental results for the periodicity of

the racemic arrangements:112 in neither case are the structures fully periodic over distances

greater than a few molecules.

Since our rates are based on DFT energies, along with the assumptions intrinsic to

Eyring’s rate theory, the assumption that we can consider the motions of the molecules as

independent Poisson processes, and an empirically fitted molecular interaction strength, our

predictions should be regarded as qualitative. The uncertainties in the DFT energy based

rates have a significant effect on the timescales and the temperature ranges we predict.

Another reason to be cautious about rates is the local model, where a single molecule moves

over each time step. Moreover, the approximate description of thermodynamics and the

estimated treatment of the effects that molecular interactions have on the hopping rates

leave flexiblity to design an even more realistic model. We have showed that our results are

in qualitative agreement with experimental observations. To reach quantitative agreement,

lengthy implementations of models with improved description of thermodynamics as well

as uncertainty and sensitivity estimation techniques, available for methods similar to our

algorithm,116,117 would be required.
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For future experiments with GLY on Cu{100} open questions include whether the dif-

ferent behaviour in terms of anisotropy alignment can be reproduced (a) at low and high

coverage and (b) for various starting distributions of the molecules both with and without

defects on the Cu{110} surface. For (S)-proline on Cu{100} it was possible to engineer ho-

mochiral footedness by a small structural modification.118 Such tuning of self-organisation

of the molecules, as well as their outward facing functionalities, might be achieved in GLY

clusters using specifically designed defects on the surface, if, for example, the homochiral

cluster is preferred.

Summary and Conclusion

We have investigated the chemical kinetics and diffusion of GLY molecules on Cu{110}. The

GLY molecules move via seven possible diffusion pathways, identified with DFT calculations,

from one conformer to the next, while changing footprint chirality. From these pathways we

constructed a stochastic discrete event algorithm, an extension of KMC with τ -leaping to

study the formation of GLY clusters, networks, and islands. Our results reproduce the ex-

perimentally observed formation of enantiopure and racemic networks via the self-assembly

of anisotropic GLY molecules into clusters. We confirm that a GLY arrangement with glide

plane symmetry is possible for homochiral clusters. Unit cells with a periodic vector of

{(3,0), (2,1)} reproduce the experimentally observed pseudo-centered (3×2) phase. The

mechanism of island formation first involves the establishment of intermediate homochiral

clusters, then more stable heterochiral islands are formed. When two islands merge they first

transform into the same enantiopure cluster before establishing a larger racemic network.

The timescale of island melting and formation lies in the nanosecond range. The optimal

hydrogen-bond strength in our model, leading to the formation of stable racemic clusters,

is 0.1 eV. As expected, smaller islands were found to be less stable than larger clusters. We

also consider the melting of homo- and heterochiral islands. A temperature between 400K
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and 450K is predicted to be optimal if the aim is to create a large racemic cluster of the

same anisotropy. The optimal melting and ordering temperature depends on the preferred

outcome, either a racemic mixture with several islands of two different orientations, or one

unified racemic island containing molecules of the same anisotropy. At higher coverage the

molecules experience a greater driving force to move into connected heterochiral clusters

of the same anisotropy than at medium coverage. At medium coverage the defects pre-

vent anisotropically oriented homogenisation of heterochiral clusters and stabilise mainly

homochiral final states at lower temperature. Our results provide a connection between the

observations from GLY kinetics and diffusion, experimental results, and possible mechanisms

for several similar amino acids such as ALA, serine, and proline on the Cu{110} surface.

The insights and mechanisms discussed, especially the control of self-organisation via

targeted defects, coverage, and temperature optimisation, bring us a step closer to tuning

self-organisation of organic molecules on metal surfaces, as well as their functionality for

SAMs in nano-fabrication.
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tions (SI Fig. S72 )
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(SI Fig. S12,S13,S55 ).
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